Honors in Linguistics & Language Studies

Ivona Borissova
Brianda Caldera
Vienna Chan
Jared Crawford-Levis
Melanie Gounas
Julia Jennings
Erik Koenitzer
Sarah Oertel
Azusena Orozco
Corey Pessin
Annie Stert

Deans’ & Chancellor’s Award

Brianda Caldera
“Anglicisms: Use and Perceptions in the Tijuana-San Diego Border”

Linguistics Undergraduate Research Conference (LURC)

Jared Crawford-Levis
“Subject Bridging: Exploring a New Construction”

Melanie Gounas
“The Syntactic Representation of Constituent Negation”

Madeleine King & Koy Rugama
“Recency and Semantic Difference: Effects on Verbatim Memory”

Max Tarlov
“Trans-derivational Correspondence beyond the Word Level”

Humanities Undergraduate Research Fellowship (HURF)

Paula Ledesma
“Clitic Placement and Clitic Climbing in Spanish”
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Congratulations to the 2018-19 PhDs, MAs, BAs, and Minors graduating in Linguistics or Language Studies!

**Linguistics**

**SUMMER 2018**

**PhD**
- Nick Kalivoda

**MA**
- Dhyana Buckley

**BA**
- Sophia Roberts
- Daisy Soto

**FALL 2018**

**BA**
- Nelson Alegi
- Julian Canjura
- Elizabeth Meredith
- William Santos

**WINTER 2019**

**PhD**
- Hitomi Hirayama-Tomida

**BA**
- Brianda Caldera
- Tyler Harris
- Julia Jennings
- Miranda Sousa
- Julia Woodbury

**SPRING 2019**

**PhD**
- Jennifer Bellik

**BA**
- Ivona Borissova
- Geena Brown
- Samantha Cheung
- Jared Crawford-Levis
- Theresa Delgadillo
- Marquise Dockery
- Martha Espinosa
- Samuel Gillespie
- Quinn Gold
- Melanie Gounas
- Mary Hernandez
- Andrew Holmes
- Paula Ledesma
- Evelyn Lee
- Emily Martinez-Figueroa
- Sarah Oertel
- Azusena Orozco
- Corey Pessin

**WINTER 2019**

**Minor**
- Melissa Cabrera Figueroa
- Casey Chien

**Language Studies**

**SUMMER 2018**

**BA**
- Uyen Le
- Vanessa Mariscal

**FALL 2018**

**BA**
- Oralia Alamillo
- Matthew Bringhurst Walts
- Aminta Meheru Dunn
- Mariela Gonzalez
- Cuiying Huang
- Marielle Norris
- Rivka Orlik
- Casey Rubenfeld
- Adrian Warlick

**SPRING 2019**

**BA**
- Daniela Ceja Martinez
- Vienna Chan
- Audrey Collins
- Thomas Jung
- Li-Chu Li
- Samhita Mungamoori
- Julia Sieff
- Annie Stert

**Minor**
- Bradly deMoll
- Shinae Lee
- Brandon Nicely
- Tina Wang
- Madison Wright

**Elected to Phi Beta Kappa**

- Jared Crawford-Levis
- Theresa Delgadillo
- Tyler Harris
- Julia Jennings
- Erik Koenitzer
- Elizabeth Meredith
- Marielle Norris
- Azusena Orozco
- Corey Pessin
- Annie Stert

**Peer Advisors**

- Sam Gillespie
- Melanie Gounas
- Sarah Oertel
- Henry Von Dollen